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The Matrix Reloaded
(2003), YTS subtitled
action film. Episode
- "The Ballad of
Domino" In the same
2003, the thriller
The Rock starring Tim
Roth was released.
The plot of the film
is based on the novel
of the same name by
author Carl Sagan and
is a feature-length
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offshoot of Matilda.
On January 21, 2004,
Peter Jackson's film
The Lord of the
Rings: The Two Towers
was released
(produced by Warner
Brothers and Hal
Hanley Productions).
Harry Potter this
time travels back in
time when his father,
Dain Ironfist, is
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killed in the Battle
of the Five Armies,
and he has to fight
three opponents
during his training
at Hogwarts - gnolls,
a giant basilisk and
an overgrown rat. In
2005, during the
Oscars in the United
States, the film
Transformers was
released, which
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became one of the
highest grossing
films in history. The
first Transfer still
stars Michael B.
Jordan and premiered
on December 18, 2005.
The film consists of
ten parts, which are
called
"Transformers", and
begins with their
confrontation between
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the Autobots and the
Decepticons. At the
end of the film, a
new participant
appears - the robotic
robot pilot Autobot
Optimus Prime, but
this is not the last
transformer: soon the
Earth is attacked by
enemy mutant robots,
which are called
Super Power Robots in
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the film. In all but
the last part, the
Dark Lord is killed.
The last film in the
trilogy is the
thriller Inception
(2006) directed by
Zack Snyder, where,
thanks to powerful
computer graphics,
the heroes finally
manage to defeat the
Dark Lord. In 2008, a
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film was released -
the melodrama Legally
Blonde, directed by
Octavia Spencer.
According to the plot
of the film, the girl
Emily Dunn comes from
Miami to her
hometown, where she
faces problems in her
personal life and
becomes the object of
jokes of local
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residents. Emily
Danz, who played in
the film, starred in
several episodes of
the films The
Avengers, Iron Man
and The First
Avenger: The Winter
Soldier. The first
Iron Man was directed
by Tony Scott, the
film made big money
at the box office and
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attracted Roberto
Dave
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